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ABSTRACT: Partitioning massively parallel supercomputers into service nodes running a full-fledged OS and compute nodes running a lightweight kernel has many well-known advantages but renders it difficult to access externally located resources such as high-performance databases that may only communicate via TCP. We describe an implementation of a proxy service that allows service nodes to act as a relay for SQL requests issued by processes running on the compute nodes. This implementation allows us to move toward using HPC systems for scalable informatics on large data sets that simply cannot be processed on smaller machines.
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1. Introduction

High-performance computing (HPC) systems, particularly large-scale parallel supercomputers, have traditionally been used to address complex scientific problems; however, the recent interest in informatics, especially related to cyber security and social networking, has motivated the informatics community to consider these platforms as a viable solution for informatics problems. Informatics applications that require substantial numerical operations, such as latent semantic analysis (LSA) [5, 6] and eigenvalue decomposition, are particularly well suited for HPC. On an HPC system, these applications can take advantage of existing software like Sandia’s Trilinos numerical solvers [8] that were designed and tuned for large-scale parallel systems. In addition to the algorithms requirements, the data requirements for emerging informatics problems are immense. While cluster solutions require substantial culling of the data before analysis, a supercomputer can analyze much larger data sets, perhaps identifying global data relationships among the data that could not be found at a smaller scale.

While HPC platforms provide effective capability to address numerical-computing requirements of informatics applications, they are severely lacking in other respects. For example, informatics applications often require access to large databases, but HPC systems only provide storage to a local parallel file system. In addition, the HPC system architecture, while great for computational physics, lacks functionality provided by Linux clusters that enable remote access to databases. In particular, proprietary network interfaces and protocols do not support TCP which is required by ODBC drivers for remote databases.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of a proxy service that allows service nodes to act as a relay for SQL requests issued by an application running on Sandia’s Cray XT3 system, Red Storm. This technology represents a major step in the ability to leverage the elite class of HPC systems for informatics applications and provides a valuable template for how to access other remote resources from an HPC system.

2. Background

This section describes the system architecture of the Cray XT3 at Sandia and its limitations with respect to support for informatics applications. We also describe application-level services, and the Titan toolkit – two technologies that, when combined, enable remote database access from a parallel application.

2.2. HPC System Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the partitioned architecture used by the Cray XT3 Red Storm system at Sandia National Laboratories. This type of architecture is typical for high-end parallel supercomputers and is also the model for the IBM BlueGene series as well as the rest of the Cray XT and XMT systems. A partitioned architecture system [7] is comprised of compute...
nodes that use a lightweight kernel [11, 19] operating system and service nodes running a full-fledged operating system, typically some variant of Linux. By design, lightweight kernels provide a very limited set of functionality to the application. In the case of Catamount [9] and Compute Node Kernel [19], the operating systems used by Cray and IBM, there is no support for threading, multi-tasking, or memory management. Compute Node Linux [20], the operating system used by the Cray XT4 compute nodes, provides some of these services, but is still somewhat restricted when compared to standard Linux distributions.

In addition to the specialized operating systems, high-end parallel supercomputers also use proprietary networks with specialized protocols. For example, the Cray XT3 and XT4 use the SeaStar network interface [2] that provides extremely high bandwidth, but is only accessible through the Portals programming interface [3]. Since there is no support for TCP on the compute nodes, there is also no support for ODBC, the standard API used to access remote databases. Providing ODBC for a Red Storm application requires an implementation of ODBC or TCP over Portals, an option that incites memories of a bad burrito I once had in downtown El Paso. Instead, we chose to create an application-level service that provides database functionality through an extension of the Titan vtkSQLDatabase class.

### 2.2. Application-Level Services on the XT3

**Application-level services** are jobs (either serial or parallel) that process service requests from a parallel application. Unlike a traditional shared service, an application-level service is dedicated to the application and is typically instantiated with the application as part of the launch task.

To enable application-level services, we use a remote-procedure call (RPC) library developed for the lightweight file system project [13, 14]. The LWFS-RPC is based on the Sun RPC Interface [12, 18], but includes modifications specifically designed for efficient data-movement on HPC platforms. For example, in contrast to the Sun RPC, the LWFS RPC is completely asynchronous. This allows clients to overlap computation and I/O — a feature particularly important given that I/O operations are remote for most MPP architectures.

Another key optimization for the LWFS RPC library is the use of separate communication channels for control and data messages. A **control message** is typically small. It identifies the operation to perform, where to get arguments, the structure of the arguments, and so forth. In contrast, a **data message** is typically large and consists of “raw” bytes that, in most cases, do not need to be encoded/decoded by the server. The LWFS-RPC client uses the RPC-like interface to push control messages to the servers, but the server uses a different, one-sided API to push or pull data to/from the client. This protocol allows interactions with heterogeneous servers, but also benefits from allowing the server to control the transport of bulk data [10, 17]. The server can thus manage large volumes of requests with minimal resource requirements.

On the Cray XT3 Red Storm system at Sandia National Laboratories, the LWFS RPC is layered on top of the Portals Message Passing Interface [1]. Portals is a particularly good choice for for MPP systems because it is connectionless, it has one-sided communication APIs that enable the exploitation of remote direct-memory access (RDMA) and operating-system bypass to avoid memory copies in the kernel-managed protocol stack, and it is designed for lightweight operating systems such as the Catamount OS for the Cray XT3 [4].

When a remote service starts, before it can accept requests, it allocates a buffer for incoming requests and creates all the necessary Portals data structures required to direct an incoming request to the right location in the buffer. The Portals data structures, shown in Figure 2 include a memory descriptor to describe the server’s buffer for incoming requests, a match list used to identify appropriate messages, a Portal table to index match lists in the Portals library, and an event queue that contains a log of successfully matched messages.

To illustrate how the RPC protocols work, Figure 2 shows the network protocol and Portals data structures used for the lwfs_write() function. The client initiates the protocol by encoding/marshaling an RPC request buffer and putting the request on the server’s incoming-request buffer. The request buffer includes the memory descriptor of the source data buffer, the memory descriptor of the result buffer, the operation code of the request, and the arguments required for that operation. When the put() completes, the server gets a notification (i.e., Portals event) that a new request has arrived. The server then decodes the request, identifies the request as a write, and calls the local write function with the decoded arguments. The write function then begins a sequence of one-sided get() calls to pull the data from the client into pre-allocated buffers on the server. While the data is being pulled from the client, the server is writing data from the data buffer to the back-end storage, overlapping the I/O to disk with the network I/O. When the server receives all the data from the client, it puts a message on the client’s result buffer notifying the client of completion.

It is important to note that lwfs_write() is an asynchronous operation. The client does not have to sit idle waiting for the remote operation to complete. When the client is ready for the result, the lwfs_wait() function blocks the client until the specified remote request is either complete (possibly with an error) or has timed out. When the lwfs_wait() function returns, the client may release or reuse all buffers reserved for the remote operation.

### 2.2. Titan Components for Informatics

Our informatics applications are built using components from Titan [21], a parallel informatics processing framework within Kitware’s Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [16]. Titan and VTK implement a pipeline architecture where data sets are drawn from sources, processed by chains of filters, and then directed to output sinks which can render to a display or write results back to storage.

We target specifically the Titan classes that allow an application to read from and write to a database. These classes are structured according to Figure 3. The vtkSQLDatabase class defines common functions such as opening and clos-
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MySQL client library or an ODBC driver manager) can be linked in as shared or static libraries. Our main challenge in this work is to bridge from the compute nodes, where these assumptions do not hold, to the service nodes where a full-featured “heavyweight” operating system is available.
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// Open a Netezza database (requires appropriate .odbc.ini setup)
vtkSQLDatabase *db = vtkRemoteSQLDatabase::CreateFromURL("odbc://atw_tezz/");
db->Open(password);

// Query the database
vtkSQLQuery *query = db->GetQueryInstance();
query->SetQuery("SELECT name, age, weight FROM people WHERE age < 20");
query->Execute();

// Output results
vtkVariantArray *va = vtkVariantArray::New();
while (query->NextRow(va)) {
  for (int field=0; field<va->GetNumberOfValues(); field++) {
    cout << va->GetValue(field).ToString().c_str();
  }
  cout << endl;
}

// Tear down vtk pipeline
va->Delete();
query->Delete();
db->Delete();

To understand how the SQL service works, consider the example code shown in Listing 1 that queries a remote database for all people equal to or under the age of 20. The only difference between the example and the equivalent non-remote version is the use of vtkRemoteSQLDatabase instead of vtkSQLDatabase for the call to the static method CreateFromURL(). The CreateFromURL method uses the LWFS RPC API to send a “create” request to the SQL service. The service then instantiates the appropriate subclass of vtkSQLDatabase on the network node (in this case, it’s a vtkODBCDatabase class that connects to a Netezza database), assigns it a unique identifier, and manages the database object in a table of open databases. The vtkRemoteDatabase, on the client side, uses id generated by the SQL service when it forwards database requests.

Once connected to a remote database, the client needs to get a query instance from the database object. The GetQueryInstance() method returns a vtkRemoteSQLQuery, which is a subclass of the vtkSQLQuery class. Like the vtkRemoteSQLDatabase, the remote query object uses the LWFS-RPC API to send requests to a “partner” query class that exists on the SQL Service. Listings 2 and 3 show the client and server stubs for the vtkSQLQuery->Execute() method.

The client-side code simply copies the method parameters into data structures that the LWFS RPC API can serialize and send to the SQL service. The parameters include the ID of the remote query structure and the SQL code to be executed by the remote query object. The asynchronous function lwfs_call_rpc passes the handle to the remote LWFS service, an op-code that identifies the Execute op, the function arguments, and structures for result. It then returns a handle to the pending request.

The server-side stub uses a standard set of parameters defined for the LWFS RPC services. The parameters include the process ID of the calling process, the argument structure for the method, and two remote-memory addresses: one for bulk data (not used in this example), and one for the result. To properly execute the query, the server stub has to find the right vtkSQLQuery object, referenced by the query ID, set the query string, and call the Execute() method. The result, which signals success or failure, is sent back with the result structure when stub calls the lwfs_send_result function.

Similar stubs exist for the remaining methods of the vtkSQLQuery and vtkSQLDatabase classes. The details of encoding, decoding, and transferring application-specific data structures are all handled by the LWFS RPC library, making the task of developing proxy-based services relatively straightforward.

4. A Statistics Code Demonstration

To demonstrate the functionality of the SQL service, we implemented a sample parallel statistics code [15] using the remote database classes. Given one or more data series, the statistics code calculates mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, the covariance matrix and its Cholesky decomposition.

Our initial implementation uses the SQL service to pull the data from a remote Netezza system to node 0 of the parallel application using an SQL SELECT statement. The application then uses MPI to evenly distribute the rows of the table to the parallel nodes, calculates statistics on the data in parallel, gathers the results on node 0, and finally uses the SQL service to store the results in a new table back on the remote Netezza system using SQL INSERT statements.
We successfully ran the statistics code on 100 nodes of the Red Storm system at Sandia National Laboratories. The input query read a dataset of 100,000 rows and 4 columns (3.2 MB) and dumped back approximately 8KB of results.

The focus of this first demonstration was functionality, not performance. At the time, we were in a race to complete the demonstration before the system switched to a mode that no longer allowed unclassified research. To accelerate our progress, we implemented the minimal set of functionality required to ensure success. In our haste, we skipped a number of methods and features (some discussed in Section 5) that could have improved performance dramatically. In our next version, we will address these issues and explore other means to improve performance of remote access.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper describes an early prototype of an application-level SQL-proxy service that enables compute-node applications running on a Cray XT3 to interface with a remote database. Preliminary results demonstrate functionality, but would not be acceptable in a production environment do to extremely poor access rates. The poor performance stems from a combination of factors including no support for the bulk I/O features in the ODBC API, minimal effort to optimize data movement for the service, and poor connectivity between the network.
nodes and the remote database (in this case the Netezza system).

Our first, and current, implementation of the \texttt{vtkSQLQuery} class only fetches a single data value at a time and does not take advantage of the bulk I/O features of the LWFS RPC library. To address this, we plan to implement the \texttt{GetRow} function, which for large rows, could have a dramatic impact on performance. We are also considering implementing a (non-standard) \texttt{GetTable} function that reads and distributes an entire table to nodes in a parallel application. For statistics and graph-analysis codes that plan to analyze the entire result set, this type of functionality could prove critical. Finally, we plan to implement the \texttt{Bind} method that reduces database-server latency by binding variables to previously generated execution plans. In many cases, this optimization can significantly reduce query latency, leading to an effective improvement in access rates.

Another critical issue for remote access to data-warehouse appliances is networking. While both the Netezza and Red Storm are designed for high throughput within their machine, their external connectivity is often lacking. For example, since all traffic from the Netezza has to go through a single head node, we expect the limiting factor for remote access to large datasets to be the network interface on that head node. In the case of our Netezza system, we have a single 1 Gb/s interface to rest of the network, and performance is substantially slower when the systems are not co-located.

Although the SQL service still requires a fair amount of work to be complete, it successfully demonstrated the utility of application-level services. Over the next year, we plan to develop a number of new services, including a service for interactive remote visualization and control, a service for real-time data analysis, a service for I/O caching in the compute-node fabric, and a service for in-situ particle detection for a shock physics code.

The SQL service also demonstrated the ability to interface running applications with remote resources. This new capability represents a first-step toward expanding the usage model and customer base for high-end capability systems and is particularly appealing for compute- and data-intensive informatics and cyber-security applications. We now have a clear path towards a usage model that includes integrated use of data-warehouse appliances, interactive visualization and analytic tools, and high-end computing resources.
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